
1.  Set up a schedule to study 
     -What works for you?  After school?  After  
       activities?  Evening?  Early morning? 
     -Where will you study?  Find somewhere  
      quiet, with few distractions 
     -Have someone keep you accountable  
      such as a friend, a parent, or a mentor. 

 

2.  Plan your time 
     -Use a planner of some time, written or  
      electronic.   
     -Plan each study session; what will you  
      accomplish during that time? 
     -Look at the big picture and spread out  
      tasks for big projects or papers. 

 

3.  Start small 
     -If this is a new habit, start with 10-15   
      minute segments 
     -Take scheduled breaks by setting timers;  
       set timers on breaks so they are short 
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4.  Eliminate distractions 
     -Know when music is helpful; good for  
      writing, not as good for learning vocab 
     -Put away electronics, especially phones 
     -Consider turning off the wifi on your  
      device if you don’t need internet. 

 

5.  Get organized 
     -Evaluate your current system. Is it working? 
     -How do you keep track of the To-Do work  
      vs. the Completed Work? 
 *consider a system of folders or a binder 
     -Is your backpack a pit of despair?  Spend  
      time each day/week organizing that space! 
 

6.  Classroom Habits 
     -Be present in class, physically AND mentally 
     -Ask questions during class 
     -Take notes; listen for cues like “Write this  
      down” or “This will be on your test”. 
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7.  Get help when you need it 
     -Get help right away; don’t wait until you are  
      really lost 
     -Write down questions/mark your notes to  
       help remember what to ask 
     -Use your resources, such as school-based   
      and online-based tutoring, A100 and RBD 

 

8.  Read effectively 
     -Scan first:  titles, bold words, charts, pics 
     -Read:  ask yourself questions 
     -Review:  scan again, do review questions,  
      write down questions for the teacher 
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9.  Vocab tips and hints 
     -Put definitions in your words 
     -Draw pictures/charts/doodles 
     -Come up with your own examples 
     -Make connections to words you know 

 

10.  Test Strategies 
     -Prep small amounts over days; don’t cram  
      the night before 
     -Fill out review sheets without notes/book  
      help; check your work for things you need  
      to study more. 
     -Rest well the previous night 
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Your counselor is always available to help you develop a plan to 
become a better student and to connect you to resources! 
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